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DISTRICT O NEVADA DEpury
5

6 CHARLES MANLEY, ) 3: 1 1-cv-00636-RCJ (WGC)
)

7 Plaintifll )
) ORDER RE: INFORM AL .

8 vs, ) SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS- 

)
9 ALAN ZIMMER, et a1,, ) '

) '
10 Defendants. )

11 ,

12 This cmse will not be referred for formal m ediation. However, given the nature of the claims the

13 Court has pennitted to proceed, the Court finds that the parties will benefit from infonnal discussions

14 in an effort to settle this case, The Court encourages the parties to engage in such discussions. For this

1 5 remson, a courtesy copy of this order and the complaint shall be provided to defendants' cotmsel by the

16 Clerk of the Court. ' ' .

17 IT IS SO ORDERED. '

l 8 Dated: October 31, 201 1.
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1 Informal Settlement
Freauentlv Asked Ouestions

2
1. W hat is the purpose of inform al settlem ent discussions for inm ate Section 1983 cases? '

3 ' 1
The goal of informal settlement discussions in inmatè Section l 983 cases is to allow the parties an

4 opportunity to work together to reach a reasonable resolution to their cmse before the parties begin
discovery. .

5
2. Do the parties need to report to the judge what happened in settlement discussions?

6 .
No. Settlement discussions are contidential and neither party should report to the District Judge or the

7 M agistrate Judge assigned to your case the results of settlement discussions. n e parties shall not send
offers and cotmter-offers to the court. The only information the court will receive is whether the case

8 settled.

9 3. W hat happens if the parties reach a settlement? '

10 If the parties settle the case, the deputy attorney general will prepare a written settlement agreement for
the parties to sign. Once the parties review and sign the settlement agreement, a stipulation is submitted

- 1 1 to the court to end the case.

12 4. W hat happens if the parties don't settle the case?

13 If the case does not settle, there is no negative consequence to the parties. Settlement discussions
simply provide an opportunity for the parties to meet and discuss how they might resolve the cmse. If

14 there is no set-tlement, the case will proceed.

15 5. W hy do pal-ties in litigation attem pt settlem ent, as opposed to a trial on the m erits?

16 Settlement is inform al and the parties havç an opporttm ity to be heard and to hear the.opposing party's
point of view, since parties typically don't speak to one another except through attorneys and legal

1 7 lilings. Settlement also allows the parties who have ongoing relationships to preserve it by having a
discussion rather th%  engaging in an adversarial proceeding.

1 8
Settlem ent also offers the parties more tlexibility to resolve their dispute. The parties can explore a

19 variety of w ays to resolve the case, and they havt control over the outcom e.

20 6. Are there otber benefits to settlem ent discussions, even if the case does not settle?

21 Settlem ent discussions allow the parties the opportunity to speak honestly with one another in an
informal, contidential environment. Even if the case is not setlled, the process can be very helpful to

22 the parties in understanding their claims and defenses in the case, what discovery and motions might be
necessary, and this may save the parties time and money. Sometimes parties realizethat certain claims

23 or defenses can be dismissed, and they are more eë cient in litigating the case. ln addition, settlement
discussions ohen opens tbe door for future resolution as the case proceeds. The better informed the

24 parties are about their case, the better prepared they will be in litigation and in exploring future options
for settlement.
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